Interactions with experienced personalities particularly with the ones holding a head positions in a top level industry is always a real opportunity to be well utilized for students who mostly deal with theories, but might be well confused regarding the applications of theories, to develop their knowledge to practical level. S1 and S3 students of M. Tech(CASE) got a rare opportunity to interact with Er. Shyju Nair, Zonal Head- Technical Services, Ambuja Cements Limited. The expert talk was conducted on 24 November 2018 from 11.30am to 2.30 pm. The topic was “JOURNEY THROUGH CONCRETE”. His knowledge in concrete technology is well utilized for the growth of Ambuja Cements. He gave the very basic knowledge every structural engineering student must have in concrete technology to enhance their theoretical knowledge to practical level. He shared his knowledge and ideas which a student will not ever get in their academic life. He was so friendly that he made each and every one to interact with him.